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About This Game

Sword Mans is a physics based sword fighting brawler where you control the sword instead of the swordsman. There is a man
holding on to the sword who will flop behind it as it moves. Your goal is to defeat the other players by hitting the man holding

onto their sword while defending the man holding on to your sword. This game supports both controllers and mouse and
keyboard input.

Versus:

Fight against your friends or the AI in local multiplayer versus mode. Use stage hazards and power-ups scattered across
some of the many stages to get the upper hand in a fight.

Co-op:
Play solo or team up with your friends in one of two cooperative game modes.

Arena: Fight endless waves of enemies and earn gold which can be used to buy cosmetics.

Campaign: Play through the campaign chapter by chapter. Chapters will be released periodically and the story will
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continue with each chapter.

Customize your sword man with a host of different weapons and cosmetics that can be unlocked through game-play. Damage is
physics based, meaning heavier weapons will hit harder, but aren't as agile.

Sword Mans features a completely original soundtrack designed to fit the varying stages.

Content will be continually added in periodic updates including new stages, new cosmetics, and new chapters to the campaign.
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Title: Sword Mans
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Bypass Game Studios
Publisher:
Bypass Game Studios
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1+

Processor: SSE2

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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I like the story and the endless endings of it.. Although I only touched the very first few minutes of the full game (played
through most of the demo version before purchasing the game though), my initial impressions are positive. The graphic can be
considered nice - if you are not sick of the "RPG maker\u201d style yet -, the music is really lovely and melodic, the writing
seems pretty witty so far, with some basic puzzles that won't hurt your brain to solve.

I have to play some more to see if the writing keeps me hooked on the long run (as the most importaint piece of every good
advanture game) and hopefully there will be more complex puzzles than at the start. I'll update my review once I finish the game
but as now, I can definitely say it is worth the - very low - price and you could do a thousand worse thing with your money than
giving this a shoot.. 8/10
I know it seems like one of those cookie cutter RPG maker games,
but this game has legitimate charm. It may look like a cookie cutter game, but it isn't.. I am in love with this game, since i`ve
played first time i knew this game gonna be a trully funny and amaizing game.
I like the graphic, how players get mad and crazy sometime.

Thank you very much for this game.!!. verry good but take too much process 51%
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Dark Souls 3 essentially does everything better to what its predecessors did. If you're new to the series, then this is the perfect
entry to the 'Souls-like' genre for you, also this has the highest player count so your experience will be quite lively. (At the time
of writing this)
Visually and audibly fantastic, story is great with deep lore content, gameplay is the best in the series with fluid mechanics.
This is a 9\/10.

P.S - Dark Souls : Prepare to Die Edition is still the best in the series.. This game is defintly easier to understand then Elite
Dangerous, i am still a bit lost but i have managed to move around and sell and buy goods.Money is defintly not a problem as
pirates are constantly after you, when i first went to another station i got stuck there for a while because pirates kept poping up
one after the other, i had to redock several times before i finally could leave and before i knew it, i was pretty wealthy and so i
bought a better ship for 100k.

Did some mining and fought pirates, now i almost got 500k.
I am still learning the game, wish it was a little easier in explaining what does what as the only thing i understand about combat
is how to fire my laser at the momment lol.

As for graphics i see no issues with it, tho the options are a bit lacking its defintly a game i would recommend.. I liked the game
very much. Despite the lack of button reassignment (thanks the author did support the arrows, but the adjacent jump and crouch
buttons are made uncomfortable for me, so I broke my fingers anyway, especially with the jump - why does the hero jump not
at the press of the button, but at its release?). Anyway the game is cool! Very well balanced between horror and puzzle elements.
The story is interesting and atmosphere is very Lovecraftian! Recommended for fans! Keep a good work but please make
Rebind option in your next game:). Love it!!!!!!. World' faster hedgehog!. I have to say I am extremely disappointed. Not with
the game, but with the fact that this beautiful remaster just came out, supports multiplayer, and nobody is playing. This will be
the best $20 ($18 as of the time of this review) you will spend all year.. Satazius is a fairly standard spaceship shooter. While it's
far from the quality of a Tecnosoft or Toaplan shmup, it's still pretty fun and worth a few bucks if it's on sale. The level design
varies from stupidly easy to cheap and frustrating, the graphics are dull, and the music is bland, but if you're desperate for a
shmup, you could do far worse.. Early access, awesome game, you start getting the point after 1 or 2 hours, you don't have to go
as fast as you can but not so slow!

Update: Summer Shenanigans and Chapter 3:
June 21, 2018: Sword Mans version 1.1

This is the biggest update to date, so I'm happy to call this Sword Mans 1.1! Keep your eyes open for more content in the near
future. Enjoy chapter 3!

New Stuff:. Summer Sale! Sword Mans 40% Off:
Let's see, 40% off $14.99 is... $8.99! This sale lasts from June 21st to July 5th. If you haven't already, be sure to pick up a copy!
A huge new update just came out today.

Tell your friends, tell your enemies, tell your dog, or leave a review of Sword Mans and tell the world!. Update: Chapter 2
Hotfix:
May 18, 2018: Sword Mans version 1.0.4

Bug Fixes:. Update: Lives and Time Limits:
July 20, 2018: Sword Mans version 1.1.2

New Stuff:. Update: Chapter 3 Bugs:
June 27, 2018: Sword Mans version 1.1.1

Just a few minor bugs fixes and things that needed to happen.
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Bug Fixes:. Mac and Linux Version, August 24th!:
Sword Mans is coming to Mac and Linux this Friday, August 24th!

You'll have a chance to get the earbuds and penguin hat just for launching between August 24th and August 31st. After that
you'll have to get them the old fashioned way, with drops or gold.

Check out the new trailer on the store page now!. Update: Cold Weather Gear:
February 1, 2019 Sword Mans version 1.2.5

It's been really cold since the last update and I thought we all could use a little something to warm up with.

New Stuff:
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